
SECTION 5: BUILDINGS, SECURITY & 
ENVIRONMENT 

' 
Please make a separate return to this part of the questionnaire for each site on which you 
provide public access or store archives. Please state what percentage of the records you 
hold are stored in this building 

Name of site: Ipswich Percentage of records held in building: 68.90% 

Question Options Answer Remaining period and other comments Score 

88 Please indicate the basis on which you (a) Freehold (a) Freehold We have handed over the ownership and 3/3 
occupy the building. Where occupancy is (b) Leasehold management of our building to Suffolk 
not freehold, please state the remaining (c) Tenancy County Council Property Services 
period of the lease (d) Licence 

(e)Other 

Question Ootions Answer Comments Score 
89 Which of the statements in column C most (a) The building is shared with other unrelated (c) The building is Significantly our strongroom block is almost 3/4 

accurately reflects the situation of the services attached to others but freestanding, linked by a single-storey 
building in relation to other functions? (b) The building is shared with other related is solely used for the access corridor only to our searchroom and 

services (e.g. library, museum) purposes of the other public functions like educational areas. 
(c) The building is attached to others but is archive service However part of the public area forming the 
solely used for the purposes of the archive including records rest of the complex is contiguous with a 
service including records management management public theatre facility 
(d) The building is freestanding and solely 
used for the purposes of the archive service 
including records management 

Question Hazard Risk calculation Comments Score 
(Severity x 
Likelihood = Overall 
ròc•\ 

90 Taking into account the situation of the (a) Fire & arson (standard severity 5) [Redacted under s31(1)) 7/12 
building (e.g. local topography, neighbouring (b) River or sea flooding (standard severity 4) 
activities etc) and any preventive measures (c) Vandalism and crime (standard severity 2) 
which may be in place, assess the likelihood (d) Subsidence (standard severity 2) 
of damage to the building or its contents from (e) Explosion or terrorist attack (standard 
each of the hazards in column C. severity 3) 

(f) Wind and storm damage (standard severity 
3) 

Comments Max score Actual score 
Section Section 

Max 
159 

Actual 
o 

Percentage 
0.00% 

3 

4 

12 



Example answer m (a) 3x2=6 We have an automatic quenching system in 7112 
(b} 4x2=8 all storage areas so have reduced severity 
(c) 2x2=4 rating for fire from 5 to 3. We have accepted 
(d) 2x0=0 standard severity rating for other risks. 
(e) 3x1=3 There is no issue with subsidence in the 

D (f) 3x3=9 locality. There are no special risk factors for 
Ill explosion or terrorism. Wind and storm 
D damage is more likely as we are on top of a 

low hill and there are big trees adjacent to 
one end of the building. 

Question Ootions Answer Comments Score 
91 How many incidents of vandalism or othér [Redacted under s31(1)) 5/5 

crime has the building suffered in the last 
year? 

Question Desian Condition Answer and comments Score 
92 Please indicate the adequacy and current (a) Design unfit for purpose (e) Dysfunctional due 

condition of the aspects of the building listed (b) Design below reasonable expectations to condition 
below by choosing the most appropriate (c) Design meets essential requirements (f) ln poor condition; 
statements in column C and column D (d) Design fully meets requirements maintenance urgent 

(g) Fair to good 
condition 
(h) Excellent 
condition 

92A Roofina and autterina dl and Ca) 3/4 
92B Walls, doors and windows dl and Ca) 3/4 
92C Floors and floor loadinas d) and (h) 4/4 
920 Plumbinq and drainaae dl and (hl 4/4 
92E Electrical cabling dl and (gl 3/4 

Example answer for roofing and guttering .. {b} and (g) 214 

Question Statements Answer Comments Score 
93 Which of the statements in column C best (a) The building is well maintained (a) We have an effective scheduled 4/4 

expresses the position concerning the (b) The building is generally adequately maintenance and testing (e.g. PAT test) 
maintenance of your building? maintained programme as well as thoròugh (24/7 and 

(c) Maintenance is barely adequate to prevent 365 days/year) reactive capability to any 
significant deterioration problems arising. 
(d) The building is deteriorating 
(e) The building is in poor condition as a result 
of lack of maintenance 

Question Statements True/False Comments Score 
94 Which of the statements in column C are (a) Arrangements are in place to ensure that TRUE 9/10 

true for your service? the fire brigade are familiar with the layout, 
contents and purpose of the buildina 
(b) The fire officer has expressed himself TRUE 
satisfied with fire precautions in the building 
(c) All parts of the building are equipped with TRUE 
smoke alarms 
(d) The smoke alarms are linked to a 24-hour TRUE 
monitoring service or direct to the fire brigade 

(e) Smoke alarms are of the VESDA type FALSE 
(f) All archive storage areas are equipped with TRUE 
automatic fire extinauishina svstems 
(g) All archive storage areas have 4-hour fire TRUE 
resistant doors, walls and ceilinas 

5 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
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(h) If there is an air conditioning system , it is TRUE 
equipped w ith dampers which operate 
automatically in the event of fire 
(i) A ll w iring in the build ing is flame retardant TRUE Strongro oms rew ired in 2007/08 so are 

flame retardant. Remaining areas of the 
build ino were rew ired in 1990. 

ü) The power supply to all archive storage TRUE 
areas is isolated at nicht 
(k} There are works recommended by the fire FALSE 
officer which have not yet been carried out 

(I) The archive storage areas are not FALSE 
1 orotected bv smoke alarms 
(m) The smoke alarm system is not monitored FALSE 
continuously 

Question Statements True/False Comments Score 
95 Which of the statements in column C are (a) None of the storage areas for archives TRUE 6/9 

true for your service? have water or other liquid-bearing pipes 
passing through or immediately above them. 

(b) The storage areas for archives are TRUE We think that water detectors are 
equipped with water sensors or alarms, or unnecessary. Work in 2007 included 
these are unnecessary because of other removal of water-based heating pipes 
measures through the strongrooms; this year we also 

installed a flood barrier to defend against 
flooding to the local area. We have had all 
possible entry points to the strongrooms 
stopped up (doors, windows. airbricks etc.). 

(c} The storage areas for archives are FALSE We hope that water-based fire fighting in the 
equipped with emergency drainage to cope archives storage block should be 
with water arising from flooding or fire unnecessary as this now has an automatic 
extinguishing gaseous fire-extinguishing system, thus 

making water based fire fighting in these 
areas hopefully unnecessary. 

(d} There have been significant incidents of FALSE 
water penetration into storage areas within the 
last year. 

Question Statements True/False Comments Score 
96 Which of the statements in column C are [Redacted under s31(1)] 10/10 

true for your service? 

Question Qetions An~wer ¡comments Score 

9 
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97A Which of the security measures listed in [Redacted under s31(1)) 9/10 
column C do you employ in the searchroom? 

Question Answer 
97B Did any incidents of theft or malicious No 

damage to documents come to light in 
2009/1 O, and what measures did you take to 
identify the culprit and secure a prosecution? 

Question Ootions Answer Comments Score 
98 What arrangements are made for the (a) Continuous monitoring by electronic (a) Continuous Continuous monitoring by stand-alone 4/4 

monitoring of temperature and relative systems monitoring by dataloggers, some with display and an 
humidity in the archive storage areas? (b) Continuous monitoring by electronic systems electronic display of the BMS readings 

thenmohygrographs outside both strongrooms which staff monitor 
(c) Spot monitoring using portable monitoring and record 3 times a day to ensure early 
equipment detection and reporting of any malfunctions 
(d) No routine monitoring is undertaken of the system. Eltek telemetric real-time 

monitoring system linked to PC, for one-stop 
instant overview of conditions. 

Question Type of control Percentage of Comments Score 
records 

99 Please indicate what percentage of the (a) Full air conditioning 100.0% Both types of control used at same location 3/3 
records in your custody are covered by each No active mould growth detected in storage 
of the following types of environmental areas within the last 12 months 
control. ln the comments field state whether 
anï active mould growth has been detected 
in storage areas in the last ïear. 

1b) Hiqh thermal inertia construction 100.0% 
'cl Partial air conditioninq or air handlinq 
dl Dehumidification 
el Central beatine 
(fl None 

Example answer (b) 62% No mould identified this year. 2.2213 
(d) 16% 
lie) 36% 

Question Storage area and percentage of records it Percentage of days Percentage of days x percentage of Score 
holds outside preferred records 

,,.Ma 

100 Answer either 100A or 100B 
100A On what percentage of days in 200911 O were Ipswich Lower Strongroom (55%) 0% 0% 

temperatures outside the preferred range (13 
19 degrees Centigrade) recorded in the 
storaae areas? 

toswich Uooer Stronaroom 145%1 0.30% 0.10% 
Totals (100%) 0.30% 0.10% 515 

Examole answer Stronoroom A {32%) 7% 2.24% 

10 
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Strona room B 140%) 16% 6.40% 
Stronaroom C /28%) 28% 7.84% 
To tals (100%) 16.48% 215 

Ontions Answer Comments score 
100B To the best of your knowledge, which of the (a) The temperature in our storage areas is The average maximum ºC reading for the x/3 

statements in column C best represents the generally stable around a fixed point within the Upper Strongroom was 19.2ºC 
temperature control in your storage areas? preferred range 

{b) The temperature in our storage areas is 
usually within the preferred range; but 
exceptional weather or mechanical failure may 
cause wider fluctuations 
(c) The temperature in our storage areas is 
effectively uncontrolled and frequently rises 
or falls beyond the preferred range 

Question Storage area and percentage of records it Percentage of days Percentage of days x percentage of Score 
holds with more than 1 records 

degree variation 

101 Answer either 101A or 101B 
101A On what percentage of days in 200911 O was Ipswich Lower Strongroom (55%) 0.30% 0.20% 

the diurnal variation in temperature greater 
than 1 decree Centiarade? 

Ipswich Upper Stronqroorn (45%) 0.80% 0.40% 
Totals 1100%l 1.10% 0.60% 5/5 

Example answer Stronçroom A (32%) 14% 4.48% 215 
Strongroom B (40%) 17% 6.8% 
Strongroom C (28%) 23% 6.44% 
Totals 1100%) 17.72% 
Ootions Answer Comments Score 

101B To the best of your knowledge, which of the (a) The diurnal variation in temperature in our The variation in the Lower Strongroom was x/3 
statements in column C best represents the storage areas is almost always within the 1 oC 1.33ºC on 1 day and in the Upper 
diurnal temperature control in your storage band of tolerance Strongroom between 1.4 ºC and 1.67°C on 3 
areas? {b) The diurnal variation in temperature in our days 

storage areas is usually within the 1 oC band 
of tolerance; but exceptional weather or 
mechanical failure may cause wider 
fluctuations 
(c) The diurnal variation in temperature in our 
storage areas is effectively uncontrolled and is 
frequently greater than the recommended 
range 

Question Storage area and percentage of records it Percentage of days Percentage of days x percentage of Score 
holds outside preferred records 

lr~nnA 

102 Answer either 102A or 102B 
102A On what percentage of days in 2009/1 O was Ipswich Lower Strongroom (55%) 21.90% 12.10% 

relative humidity outside the preferred range 
(45%-60%) recorded in the storage areas? 

loswich Uooer Stronaroorn (45%) 22.70% 10.20% 
Totals 1100%l 44.60% 22.30% 0/5 
Ootions Answer Comments Score 

5 
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102B To the best of your knowledge, which of the (a) The relative humidity in our storage areas The average maximum %RH reading for the x/3 
statements in column C best represents the is generally stable around a fixed point within Lower Strongroom was 64. 7% and for the 
relative humidity control in your storage the preferred range Upper Strongroom was 65% 
areas? (b) The relative humidity in our storage areas 

is usually within the preferred range; but 
exceptional weather or mechanical failure may 
cause wider fluctuations 
(c) The relative humidity in our storage areas 
is effectively uncontrolled and frequently rises 
or falls beyond the preferred range 

Storage area and percentage of records it Percentage of days Percentage of days x percentage of Score 
holds with more than 5% records 

variation 
103 Answer either 103A or 103B 
103A On what percentage of days in 2009/1 O was Ipswich Lower Strongroom (55%) 0.30% 0.20% 

the diurnal variation in relative humidity more 
than 5%? 

loswich Uooer Stronaroom (45%) 2.70% 1.20% 
Totals (100%) 3% 1.40% 5/5 
Ontlons Answer Comments Score 

103B To the best of your knowledge, which of the (a) The diurnal variation in relative humidity in The variation in the Lower Strongroom was x/3 
statements in column C best represents the our storage areas is almost always within the 5.67% on 1 day and in the Upper 
diurnal relative humidity control in your 5% band of tolerance Strongroom between 5.2%RH and 
storage areas? (b) The diurnal variation in relative humidity in 13.57%RH on 1 O days 

our storage areas is usually within the 5% 
band of tolerance; but exceptional weather or 
mechanical failure may cause wider 
fluctuations 
(c) The diurnal variation in relative humidity in 
our storage areas is effectively uncontrolled .' 

and is frequently greater than the 
recommended range 

Question Media and whether actively collected Whether special Comments Score 
storage available, 
and if so what % of 
the special format 
material is in that 

, ....... 
104 If your service actively colleçts any of the (a) Photographs No Our storage areas reach 18 Celsius and 2/3 

special media listed in column C, please Yes below so they could be considered specialist 
state whether specialised storage offering an storage for black & white prints and glass 
appropriate environment is available, and plate negatives, but they are not consistently 
estimate what proportion of the materials in low nor do they have a low humidity. 
that format are actually in the specialised 
storage. 

(b)Film Yes, 0.001% We have an arrangement for sending film 
No material to the East Anglian Film Archive. 

Film materials showing decay (acetate or 
nitrate) are housed within Critical Moisture 
Indicating packaging at circa -18 Celsius or 
lower in a domestic freezer unit. 

(c) Sound recordings No Digitised sound recordings are kept in digital 
Yes storage (see below) but we do not have 

specialist storage for original magnetic tape 
recordings 

5 



(d) D ig ita l materia ls Yes CDs and DVDs we have collected or made 
Yes ourselves are kept in the strongrooms. 

We do have specialist electronic storage 
facilities for information in electronic form 
(online dedicated network storage in a 
professional data centre with suitable 
professional resources including daily back- 
up, air conditioning, security etc.) and have 
begun a programme of transferring all our 
digital media onto the NAS 

Example answer (a) Yes (a) Yes: 65% Any film material we receive is passed to the 1/2 
(b)No {b)No West Anglia Regional Film Archive for 

I (c) Yes (c)No preservation. We have an open-ended 
{d) No (d)No agreement with the WARFA to accept such 

material. 

Question Ootions Answer Comments Score 
105 Assess the accrual space available to the (a) Already full or less than one year (b) 1-3 years Accruals at Ipswich have been particularly 2/10 

archive service on the assumption that (b) 1-3 years large over the last few years and the Bury 
collections continue to grow at the same rate (c) 3-5 years and Lowestoft strongrooms are now full, 
as the average of the last five years. (d) 5-10 years therefore material from both is now also 

(e) More than 1 O years being stored at the Ipswich. Discussions are 
ongoing with Suffolk County Council's 
Property Section and others about our future 
requirements. These have been protracted 
as the County Council is going through rapid 
changes. There is space to expand the 
Ipswich Record Office on the Gatacre Road 
site. Capital funding will be required for any 
expansion projects and the council wishes to 
ensure it invests its money appropriately to 
meet the needs of a 21st century service. 

Question Facility Whether provided Comments Score 
and whether 
.... - ... ,ft 

106 What facilities do you provide to the public in (a) Space for consulting documents Yes; adequate 8/9 
your reading room, and is the 
space/quantity/quality of equipment available 
for each adequate to current demand? 

(b) Dedicated space for consulting Yes; adequate 
maps/outsize documents 
(c) Microfilm and microfiche readers Yes; adequate We have reorganised our microform room to 

make it more inviting and efficient to use 
(d) Access to the Internet or other digital Yes; adequate 
resources 
(e) Viewing/listening facilities for film and Yes; adequate (see Currently wfi can't view film (although we 
sound recordings comment) don't actively collect this medium see Q104) 

but standalone PCs in. the searchroom are 
now enabled for listening to digital sound 
recordings and headphones are provided. 

10 
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(f) Equipment designed or adapted for users Yes; adequate Ipswich has an Optelec Clear View reader to 
with disabilities enable customers to read archives and local 

studies materials more easily. The office 
also has a text phone, hearing loop at the 
searchroom desk, motorised microfilm 
reader and readerprinter. We have a height 
adjustable table, which can be moved 
around the office for customers in 
wheelchairs or those with back problems 

- that prefer to work at a different height. 

Example answer (a) Yes: adequate Searchroom facilities are generally 7,9 ~ (b) Yes: not adequate reasonable but we lack sufficient space and 
a (c) Yes: adequate large tables for maps and other outsize 

{d) Yes: adequate documents. We do not actively collect film 
(e)No and have no equipment for showing/playing 
(I) Yes; adequate film or sound recordings. 

Question Facilitv Answer Comments Score 
107 Which of the additional public facilities listed (a) Exhibition space No dedicated space We use our entrance areas for putting up 5/5 

in column C do your premises offer? For the exhibition boards and have an 'Archive of 
asterisked facilities, state the seating the Month' display case. Larger exhibitions 
capacity. are put in the Education/Meeting Rooms, 

which require additional staffing resources 
for supervision. 

(b) Meeting room" seating capacity 40 We are gradually refurbishing the meeting 
room with new chairs and tables. An 
interactive white board, laptop, and data 
projector are available, as well as a normal 
projector, screen, flipchart etc. 

cl Seoarate room for visitina parties" seatina caoacitv 40 
(d) Common room for public use" seating capacity 12 The common room has been rearranged to 

make it a more sociable space 

e) Restaurant or coffee bar facilitv" No 
/fl Lecture theatre" No 
(g) Toilets Yes 

Question Activity If provided and Comments Score 
adequate and 

108 Do your premises provide adequate and (a) Document reception and isolation Yes, Adequate This branch has reasonable facilities for 6/6 
appropriate space for the activities listed in treatment of received documents in poor 
column C? condition including drying, freezing and 

cleaning, and has large spaces for document 
sorting if we use the Education Room. 

(b) Conservation Yes, Adequate The Conservation workshop for all three 
record office branches is on this site. lt was 
refurbished at the end of 2006/7 with the 
purchase of additional equipment including a 
leafcaster, improvements for vacuum table, 
new drying racks, shelving for paper etc. 

5 
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(e) D ig itisation Yes, Adequate We do not have a digitisation / reprographies 
studio, but we do have a dedicated area in 
each office with a scanner, computer, A3 
printer, digital camera and stand with lights. 

dl Cataloquinq Yes Adequate 
e) Private meetincs Yes Adequate 
(I) Staff common room and kitchen Yes, Adequate There is a staff common room, which 

includes a kitchen area fitted out with fridge, 
microwave etc. 

Example answer ~ (a) Not províded No conservation workshop is required as our 3.515 
(b) Not provided or conservation work ,s handled on contract by 
required Borset Archives. Staff restroom is shared 
(c) Yes; adequate with adjacent library staff but remains 
(d) Yes; adequate adequate and appropriate. City Archivist's 
(e) Yes; but office is adjacent to staffroom and not ideally 
inadequate soundproof for confidential meetings. 
(f) Yes; adequate 

Question oeuens Answer Comments Score 
109A Assess the accessibility of the service to (a) No service available (e) Fair - station is 3/4 

members of the public arriving by rail (b} Poor - station is distant and/or services distant but services 
infrequent frequent or station 
(e) Fair - station is distant but services close by but services 
frequent or station close by but services infrequent 
infrequent 
(d} Good - station is nearby and services 
freauent 

109B Assess the accessibility of the service to (a) No service available (d} Good - bus/tram 4/4 
members of the public arriving by bus or (b) Poor - bus/tram stop is distant and/or stop is nearby and 
tram services infrequent services frequent 

(e) Fair - bus/tram stop is distant but services 
frequent or bus/tram stop close by but 
services infrequent 
(d} Good - bus/tram stop is nearby and 
services frequent 

109C Assess the accessibility of the service to (a) No parking is available within a reasonable (d} Good - car park The branch serves a largely rural area 4/4 
members of the public arriving by car. Use distance onsite or adjacent and covering the eastern half of the county and 
the comments field to state whether, in the {b) Poor - nearest car park is distant and free or inexpensive therefore car accessibility is important. 
circumstances of your service, is it expensive 
appropriate for access by private car to be (e) Fair - nearest car park is close by but 
assessed. expensive 

(d) Good - car park onsite or adjacent and 
free or inexpensive 
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